Simply Wedding Packages







Includes digital negatives - 1500+ high resolution, rights to print, edited
Includes 10 highly retouched artistic enhanced digital negatives- Your choice
11x14 Wall Portrait, 2- 5x7’s Professional Photography Prints
All images ONLINE, with ability for friends and family to view/order
Showcased on social media
Add Simply Photography Album 10x10 30 pages for $375

4 HOURS $1200 |6 HOURS $1500 | FULL DAY* $1999

Classical Photography Packages








Includes digital negatives/files- 1500+ high resolution, rights to print, edited
Includes 20 highly retouched artistic enhanced digital negatives- Your choice
11x14 Wall Portrait, 2- 8x10 and 4- 5x7’s Professional Photography print
All images ONLINE, with ability for friends and family to view/order
Showcased on social media
In person consultation. Samples shown.
Add Simply Photography Album 10x10 30 pages for $375

4 HOURS $1350 | 6 HOURS $1650 |FULL DAY* $2150

All Inclusive Photography Packages








Includes digital negatives/files- 1500+ high resolution, rights to print, edited
Includes 25 highly retouched artistic enhanced digital negatives- Your choice
11x14 Wall Portrait, 2- 8x10 and 4- 5x7’s Professional Photography print
All images ONLINE, with ability for friends and family to view/order
Showcased on social media
In person consultation. Samples shown.
Includes 10x10 Wedding Album 30 pages

4 HOURS $1699 | 6 HOURS $1999 |FULL DAY* $2499
13 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, BUSINESS INSURED PROFESSIONAL, AND ALL IMAGES BACKED UP DURING WEDDING AND AFTER.

What is the difference between an edited digital file and an unedited digital file (SOOC)?
A straight out of camera (SOOC) shot is a very different image than an edited jpg. Part of the work of a good photographer is
to take a great image, but also to process the image to highlight the colors, straighten, and focus your attention on the image
and mood. A highly retouched digital negative is one that is edited for print, enlargements, albums, etc. Every package comes
with mildly edited digital files AND highly retouched digital files. You will never see a SOOC image from Heather Barr

Photography. Every image you receive is ready to print.

What are finishes and what
should I expect?
Finishes are the color varieties that I include in all
digital files. I give you a variety of finishes based
upon what I think the image looks best in and
include them as part of your digital files. So you will
have a color file and perhaps a vintage of the same
image, or black and white. If you would like any
particular images before (for example, if you’re a big
fan of black and white) you can let me know and I’ll
include more of them in your gallery. Of after you
see your images, you can always request finishes.
Variety is the spice of life, and I like to provide a lot
of variety. An example of different finishes.
Where are you located and where do you travel?
Located in Massachusetts, I travel all over New
England, from Maine, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts (Cape and Berkshires too) Vermont,
Rhode Island and Connecticut.
Why hire a professional wedding photographer?
Simply, because it is the best investment you will make on your beautiful wedding day. I
have the experience to capture all those important images, and I am there to capture
every detail of your day. I carry professional equipment (with back up equipment), I know
how to pose, how to light, and how to represent your beautiful day, exactly as it was, a
beautiful wedding day.
What is your photography style, are you unobtrusive?
My style is relaxed, artistic and efficient. I love to capture all the details of your day, providing a mix
of traditional, photo-journalistic and candid photography. I an unobtrusive and blend in to provide
the relaxed and emotional images of you and your family and your guests. If you desire traditional
or formal pictures, I take an active role in arranging and posing the couple and family. For the
ceremony, and reception, I prefer to capture your images without disturbing you and your guests.
Many couples are emotional and overwhelmed when they see their gallery, stating, I did not even know you captured that, or
that this event happened, or grandma kicking up her heels with your uncle.

What does “All the Digital Files” really mean?
Heather Barr Photography provides you the images on USB/DVDs which include a printing
release that allows you to take all of the images print them for yourself, or your family and
friends. Make a coffee mug, thank you notes, etc. I recommend sharing your images, and
backing up your files on multiple devices. The Digital Files includes almost all of the images
from the day, I eliminate poor expressions, errors (someone walking in front), blinking, etc.
These images are photoshop processed and enhanced as mentioned above.
Are you able to provide extensive photoshopping?
Depending upon what you’re thinking about, almost anything can be down in
photoshop. Most requests would be headswapping (taking someone’s expression from
another image and putting it on the final image) or digital liposuction, double chin
removal, or removal of person or background distraction. More elaborate retouching is
available, and completely dependent upon what you’re looking for and if there is a
nominal charge.
How many pictures do you take?
I never put a limit on the number of photos I take; I love to capture every little detail of the day. On average for a 6-8 hour
wedding, you will end up with 1500+pictures. I'll take as many photos as are needed to capture your special day in the best
way.
Do you offer “proofs”?
Depending upon you package, I can provide finished prints (with no copyright stamps, etc.).
These images are printed on professional archival paper. Larger portraits also are available in
some packages as well; these will be retouched and enhanced. You have all the images on your
USB/DVD, to print and share.
Can I share the images with my friends and family?
Absolutely, your galleries of wedding images are launched with
a highlight slideshow of the highlights of your day set to music.
On request I can also include another slideshow with ALL the
images of your day. On all but the Petite package, I provide an
online gallery of images for your friends and family to browse
and order images from as well. These are online for 1 year.
Do you provide Wedding albums and album design?
Heather Barr Photography offers a large selection of wedding and parent album
options which can be mixed and matched. I provide a variety of albums to fit your
needs, and budget. I also provide just the album design if you prefer to print your
album yourself.

Wedding Albums
Why is an album important? Years from now, you’ll have accumulated thousands, millions
of digital files, and you still have not printed any of your wedding photos. A good album
is important because:







An album is what you will look at time and time again; you will get the album out
and show relatives and friends. You will get it out on anniversaries and look through the pages; you will show your
children and in years to come you will show your grandchildren. Looking at the
images via disc on your computer or i-pad just isn’t the same.
Discs won’t last forever, they get lost, scratched, broken and with technology
moving as fast as it is who is to say how long we will be able to use them for?
You may decide to make up your own wedding album with the digital files, and
try to narrow down the images, design the layout, and find good album vendorsthis takes time and experience. Often the job becomes too time consuming and
ends up on the back burner and never completed.
You hired a professional to take the photos, hire a professional to design your
album. I have designed many different wedding albums that are gorgeous and
highlight the emotion and beauty of your day. I have never had a client regret
ordering an album!

Do you do smaller weddings, or shortened hours for weddings?
Absolutely! I can price out smaller affairs for you. Contact me at
Heather@heatherbarrphoto.com
What about sharing my images online, facebook, blogs, etc?
When I launch your gallery, I also post images to facebook for you to tag (they’ll
show up in your page) and post images to my blogs. If you prefer not to have you
images shared, that is no problem.
Do you provide additional photography or additional hours?
Absolutely! You can add on additional hours, additional photographer, and additional prints. I try to be as flexible in
designing the packages, but it’s hard to anticipate everyone’s needs, so I attempt to be as flexible as
possible.
Second Shooter: I can absolutely provide a second shooter for the day, a highly qualified, detail
oriented photographer that will work alongside me. There is an additional charge, please inquire for
more details.




Additional Hours- More or less than the packages. Full day means I will stay with
you from getting dressed through the final dance!
Additional Sessions- Engagement Sessions, Trash the Dress Sessions and
Anniversary sessions, etc.
Beautiful Albums- A wide range of albums to fit every need & budget

Engagement Sessions
At a beautiful outdoor photography location, we can document your love and relationship with stunning engagement portraits.
Held at your choice of local outdoor session locations. Only available to Brides & Groom’s where Heather Barr Photography
is capturing your wedding.-30 minute outdoor local session $99
Why choose Heather Barr?
Heather Barr photographs ALL the Weddings. Wedding Coverage, 100% of the time is ME 
I am approachable & involved photographer, however, I will blend into the shadows as needed. This is your day; I want to
document it in a balanced manner. I never want you to feel like the paparazzi are following you, or your guests feel like that.
However, I still capture all the details, actions and the beauty of your day.
Is this your full-time job and how long have you been in business?
Heather Barr Photography was established in 2003. Heather Barr has won awards for her
work, and has been published in the Boston Herald, Metrowest Daily News, and numerous
online websites. She is a member of the Professional Photographers Association of
Massachusetts (PPAM), and Wedding and Portrait Photographer (WPPI).
I am a full-time professional photographer and owner of Heather Barr Photography LLC. I have always been a passionate
photographer, after a few years after college I was able to fulfill my dream. The images in my online portfolio represent my
work, and I would be your photographer on the day of your wedding. I am passionate about
what I do, and constantly strive to provide new and exciting artistic images and offerings
Take a look around at the portfolio images, read the testimonials and contact me!
heather@heatherbarrphoto.com 508-794-9050

